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Milestone 3 - Complete basic implementation of all application features

1. Implement data exchange and patient profiles

2. Conduct usability testing and iterate based on design feedback
Current App

Concrete goals from last milestone:

- Tablet application for targeted care home
- Ability to upload personal content, and use that to play puzzles
- Ability to listen to music while playing puzzles
- Provide information on resident’s activities (favorites)

demo: http://screencast.com/t/F3gF9wRNCJo
Care Home Takeaways

- caretakers are nearby and often assist with activities
- family members like to engage in activities with residents
- size of device matters
- limited and repetitive activities
- puzzles in correct orientation
- need to see whole image when playing puzzle
Usability Feedback Takeaways

○ changed UI look and feel
○ updated pages to be “app-like”
○ reorganized home page portals
○ removed black and white resident pictures
○ changed placement of slideshow button with puzzles
ToDo This Week

1. Ability to remove images
2. Adding new users
3. Bug fixes
4. Add more data for other users
Blocking

1. Limited time for additional usability testing
2. Heroku app crash bug
3. Transition from one user to multi-user